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Accepted
" acclaimed, recognized, acknowledged, accredited, admitted"
Accelerated " expressed, hastened, expedited, stimulated, dispatched"
Accomplished " completed, consummated, achieved, attained, succeeded"
Accounted " explained, elucidated, described, rationalized, justified"
Achieved
" completed, consummated, succeeded, attained, accomplished"
Acknowledged " acclaimed, recognized, accredited, affirmed, admitted"
Acquired
" contracted, ordered, procured, budgeted, requisitioned"
Acted
" executed, officiated, transacted, conducted, represented"
Activated " utilized, applied, exercised, practiced, correlated"
Actuated
" propelled, drove, launched, started, proposed"
Adapted
" adopted, allocated, accommodated, secured, arranged"
Added
" adjoined, annexed, appended, augmented, enhanced"
Addressed " applied, directed, approached, appealed, petitioned"
Adjusted
" modified, altered, revised, changed, remade"
Administered" discharged, contributed, dispensed, allotted, managed"
Adopted
" embraced, imitated, espoused, ratified, sanctioned"
Advanced
" furthered, served, proceeded, proposed, presented"
Advertised " contracted, engaged, reserved, proposed, promoted"
Advised
" informed, considered, enlightened, illuminated, suggested"
Advocated " recommended, sanctioned, approved, endorsed, validated"
Aided
" assisted, benefited, helped, upheld, fostered"
Aligned
" arranged, regulated, adjusted, rectified, amended"
Allocated " adapted, appointed, designated, assigned, appropriated"
Altered
" modified, adjusted, revised, changed, remade"
Analyzed
" examined, scrutinized, investigated, inspected, probed"
Answered
" acknowledged, confirmed, responded, replied, clarified"
Anticipated " expected, prepared, predicted, foretold, calculated"
Applied
" utilized, activated, exercised, adjusted, correlated"
Appointed " chose, designated, nominated, selected, assigned"
Appraised " informed, advised, notified, enlightened, assessed"
Approved
" authorized, certified, allowed, affirmed, endorsed"
Arbitrated " mediated, decided, reconciled, settled, adjusted"
Argued
" debated, discussed, pleaded, disputed, reasoned"
Arranged
" assorted, grouped, indexed, ranked, compiled"
Articulated " voiced, expressed, pronounced, explained, enunciated"
Ascertained " proved, demonstrated, established, verified, assured"
Assembled " constructed, fabricated, created, built, completed"
Assessed
" negotiated, funded, deferred, charged, appraised"
Assigned
" constrained, compelled, absorbed, occupied, designated"
Assisted
" controlled, supervised, conducted, organized, directed"
Assured
" guaranteed, affirmed, pledged, promised, certified"
Attained
" completed, finished, concluded, succeeded, achieved"
Attended
" accompanied, succeeded, supported, attached, frequented"
Audited
" approved, balanced, validated, reconciled, certified"
Augmented " increased, enlarged, developed, extended, broadened"

Authored
" created, composed, drafted, wrote, produced"
Authorized " allowed, sanctioned, empowered, enabled, certified"
Automated " computerized, programmed, streamlined, standardized,
consolidated"
Awarded
" honored, granted, bestowed, endowed, conferred"
Balanced
" equalized, offset, evened, stabilized, adjusted"
Beat
" conquered, defeated, surpassed, trounced, exceeded"
Began
" initiated, started, embarked, installed, indoctrinated"
Bolstered " reinforced, supported, sustained, encouraged, maintained"
Booked
" contracted, engaged, reserved, proposed, advertised"
Boosted
" advocated, validated, endorsed, authorized, increased"
Bought
" purchased, acquired, ordered, procured, budgeted"
Briefed
" outlined, summarized, advised, informed, enlightened"
Broadened " increased, augmented, expanded, developed, extended"
Brought
" completed, accomplished, executed, performed, rendered"
Budgeted
" purchased, acquired, ordered, procured, requisitioned"
Built
" constructed, fabricated, completed, created, produced"
Calculated " planned, designed, steered, directed, proposed"
Calibrated " regulated, tuned, balanced, adjusted, modified"
Catalogued " grouped, classified, assorted, indexed, ranked"
Categorized " assorted, classified, arranged, grouped, catalogued"
Caught
" seized, captured, snared, obtained, achieved"
Caused
" produced, procured, effected, provoked, created"
Centralized " incorporated, assembled, gathered, unified, accumulated"
Chaired
" moderated, administered, conducted, directed, guided"
Changed
" altered, modified, adjusted, revised, remade"
Charged
" assessed, expensed, supervised, managed, ordered"
Charted
" summarized, diagrammed, outlined, graphed, mapped"
Checked
" curbed, limited, examined, investigated, determined"
Chose
" picked, named, elected, favored, selected"
Cited
" named, mentioned, referred, broached, suggested"
Clarified " simplified, facilitated, reduced, explained, interpreted"
Classified " grouped, catalogued, assorted, arranged, indexed"
Closed
" ended, finished, concluded, secured, terminated"
Coached
" mentored, guided, trained, instructed, educated"
Co-Authored " designer, composer, initiator, inventor, originator"
Co-Founded " instituted, established, achieved, chartered, conceived"
Collaborated" cooperated, approved, assented, concurred, acceded"
Collated
" consolidated, accumulated, concentrated, compiled,
gathered"
Collected " amassed, compiled, accumulated, raised, gathered"
Combined
" linked, joined, united, allied, affiliated"
Commanded " ordered, established, regulated, ruled, supervised"
Communicated" informed, announced, declared, proclaimed, advised"
Compared
" collated, compiled, measured, matched, equaled"
Competed
" contented, strived, opposed, contested, disputed"
Compiled
" grouped, catalogued, assorted, arranged, indexed"
Completed " concluded, built, achieved, finished, accomplished"
Complied
" acceded, followed, conformed, adhered, assented"
Composed
" designed, authored, drafted, created, produced"
Computed
" sized, gauged, counted, estimated, tallied"
Conceived " instituted, achieved, founded, chartered, established"
Conceptualized" visualized, theorized, discerned, idealized, conceived"
Conciliated " soothed, appeased, mollified, reconciled, satisfied"

Concluded " ended, terminated, finished, closed, resolved"
Condensed " consolidated, massed, accumulated, compiled, gathered"
Conditioned " changed, altered, modified, reprogrammed, modernized"
Conducted " controlled, supervised, directed, guided, organized"
Conferred " granted, presented, bequeathed, dispensed, endowed"
Confronted " opposed, disputed, challenged, encountered, resisted"
Connected " combined, merged, united, joined, banded"
Conserved " preserved, maintained, sustained, upheld, supported"
Considered " contemplated, investigated, weighed, determined, examined"
Consolidated" massed, accumulated, compiled, gathered, condensed"
Constructed " completed, assembled, created, produced, made"
Consulted " discussed, conferred, counseled, considered, deliberated"
Contacted " communicated, reached, called, approached, connected"
Contracted " booked, engaged, obligated, proposed, advertised"
Contributed " granted, conferred, bestowed, presented, supplied"
Controlled " directed, guided, managed, commanded, governed"
Conversed " spoke, discussed, talked, explained, reviewed"
Converted " transformed, remade, transfigured, recreated, changed"
Convinced " converted, persuaded, indoctrinated, sold, reasoned"
Cooperated " united, banded, collaborated, affiliated, concentrated"
Coordinated " connected, balanced, offset, accompanied, equated"
Corrected " repaired, mended, fixed, rebuilt, adjusted"
Correlated " activated, exercised, adjusted, utilized, applied"
Corresponded" communicated, wrote, informed, announced, composed"
Counseled " recommended, advised, taught, directed, informed"
Counted
" enumerated, reckoned, influenced, activated, computed"
Crafted
" produced, assembled, constructed, built, created"
Created
" constructed, crafted, completed, built, produced"
Critiqued " examined, inquired, studied, analyzed, investigated"
Cultivated " refined, finished, enlightened, enriched, rendered"
Customized " accommodated, conformed, tailored, fitted, adapted"
Cut
" penetrated, lanced, pierced, reaped, scored"
Dealt
" contracted, arranged, pledged, bargained, allotted"
Debated
" argued, contested, discussed, contended, disputed"
Decided
" resolved, concluded, determined, completed, achieved"
Decreased " reduced, contracted, diminished, curtailed, cut"
Deduced
" concluded, postulated, understood, presupposed, presumed"
Deferred
" postponed, adjourned, prolonged, shelved, remanded"
Defined
" outlined, fixed, limited, delineated, summarized"
Delegated " appointed, authorized, commissioned, entrusted,
transferred"
Delivered " transferred, rendered, issued, gave, conveyed"
Demonstrated" proved, established, ascertained, authenticated, confirmed"
Described " depicted, pictured, illustrated, explicated, characterized"
Designated " determined, destined, specified, headed, intended"
Designed
" planned, aimed, calculated, steered, directed"
Detailed
" specified, itemized, enumerated, revealed, catalogued"
Detected
" discovered, unearthed, encountered, located, retrieved"
Determined " settled, decided, concluded, resolved, closed"
Developed " perfected, advanced, refined, improved, expanded"
Devised
" invented, arranged, concocted, contrived, visualized"
Diagnosed " forecasted, predicted, prepared, anticipated, projected"
Diagrammed " sketched, pictured, described, designed, planned"
Differentiate" changed, altered, modified, adapted, contrasted"

Digested

" permeated, assimilated, metabolized, incorporated,
absorbed"
Diminished " abandoned, discontinued, released, lowered, decreased"
Directed
" controlled, supervised, conducted, guided, assisted"
Disassembled" dismantled, divided, dismounted, removed, disconnected"
Disconnected" separated, detached, switched, removed, disassembled"
Discovered " encountered, detected, unearthed, originated, tracked"
Discriminated" distinguished, differentiated, separated, noticed, sifted"
Discussed " explained, considered, reviewed, illustrated, demonstrated"
Dismantled " disconnected, divided, dismounted, disassembled, removed"
Dispatched " sent, transmitted, issued, routed, expressed"
Dispensed " granted, conferred, bestowed, presented, bequeathed"
Displayed " exhibited, exposed, demonstrated, unfolded, disclosed"
Disposed
" adjusted, settled, adapted, arranged, prepared"
Disproved " refuted, revoked, invalidated, exploded, neutralized"
Dissected " examined, operated, divided, scrutinized, analyzed"
Disseminated" dissipated, scattered, dispersed, broadcast, propagated"
Distinguished" characterized, identified, discerned, noticed, perceived"
Distributed " issued, scattered, arranged, divided, dispersed"
Diverted
" deflected, distracted, redirected, diverged, swerved"
Documented " accounted, recorded, registered, described, illustrated"
Drafted
" made, designed, wrote, created, composed"
Dramatized " performed, produced, portrayed, executed, enacted"
Drew
" attracted, enticed, pull, led, formulated"
Drilled
" rehearsed, taught, trained, practiced, coached"
Dropped
" discontinued, released, abandoned, expelled, diminished"
Drove
" forced, propelled, pushed, motivated, incited"
Duplicated " redoubled, multiplied, increased, augmented, expanded"
Earned
" deserved, merited, warranted, gained, obtained"
Edited
" revised, corrected, composed, published, issued"
Educated
" trained, learned, accomplished, tutored, enlightened"
Effected
" concluded, completed, finalized, produced, engendered"
Elected
" picked, named, chosen, favored, selected"
Electrified " delighted, impressed, excited, dazzled, wowed"
Elevated
" raised, lifted, improved, promoted, advanced"
Eliminated " dislodged, removed, extracted, evacuated, expunged"
Employed
" occupied, engaged, worked, contracted, procured"
Enabled
" sanctioned, enabled, confirmed, empowered, authorized"
Enacted
" decided, determined, accomplished, performed, achieved"
Encouraged " enlivened, motivated, energized, inspired, animated"
Enforced
" compelled, exerted, incited, urged, constrained"
Engaged
" contracted, occupied, absorbed, involved, working"
Engineered " maneuvered, masterminded, schemed, plotted, designed"
Enhanced
" corrected, modified, updated, amended, improved"
Enjoyed
" benefited, welcomed, relished, embraced, delighted"
Enlarged
" expanded, augmented, developed, extended, broadened"
Enlisted
" secured, engaged, recruited, drafted, procured"
Ensured
" assured, guaranteed, secured, obtained, protected"
Entered
" admitted, installed, enrolled, initiated, indoctrinated"
Entertained " engrossed, absorbed, engaged, involved, occupied"
Equipped
" implemented, readied, supplied, provided, furnished"
Erected
" produced, constructed, fabricated, built, manufactured"
Established " fixed, secured, instituted, achieved, incorporated"
Estimated " assessed, appraised, computed, evaluated, considered"

Evaluated " judged, appraised, estimated, ranked, assessed"
Examined
" investigated, weighed, determined, considered, inspected"
Exceeded
" surpassed, beat, surmounted, excelled, outdid"
Executed
" completed, accomplished, finished, performed, rendered"
Exercised " utilized, applied, activated, correlated, adjusted"
Exhibited " exposed, displayed, disclosed, presented, showed"
Expanded
" increased, enlarged, augmented, developed, extended"
Expedited " hastened, accelerated, assisted, promoted, advanced"
Experienced " trained, accomplished, capable, matured, seasoned"
Experimented" examined, analyzed, probed, explored, tested"
Explained " elucidated, clarified, illustrated, defined, accounted"
Explored
" investigated, inquired, researched, delved, sought"
Expressed " declared, stated, asserted, indicated, represented"
Extracted " separated, transferred, eliminated, removed, deduced"
Fabricated " constructed, completed, assembled, created, produced"
Facilitated " simplified, reduced, clarified, promoted, assisted"
Familiarized" learned, enlightened, educated, informed, discovered"
Fashioned " fabricated, made, manufactured, created, shaped"
Figured
" computed, calculated, estimated, counted, reckoned"
Filed " applied, requested, submitted, petitioned, recorded"
Filtered
" refined, separated, purified, purged, clarified"
Financed
" provided, underwrote, arranged, funded, granted"
Fixed " attached, defined, assigned, established, secured"
Followed Up " ensured, proceeded, succeeded, guaranteed, secured"
Forecasted " predicted, anticipated, foretold, planned, estimated"
Foresaw
" anticipated, planned, predicted, forecasted, estimated"
Formed
" shaped, molded, created, patterned, designed"
Formulated " expressed, devised, drafted, conceived, phrased"
Forwarded " transferred, relocated, moved, shifted, sent"
Fostered
" prepared, nurtured, raised, trained, supported"
Found " established, created, discovered, detected, unearthed"
Founded
" instituted, achieved, established, incorporated, conceived"
Fulfilled " completed, accomplished, achieved, executed, performed"
Functioned As
" performed, operated, officiated, ran, worked"
Gained
" achieved, obtained, procured, secured, acquired"
Gathered
" assembled, congregated, collected, grouped, accumulated"
Gave " bestowed, granted, donated, conferred, contributed"
Generated " made, created, originated, produced, conceived"
Governed
" managed, superintended, supervised, conducted, dominated"
Graded
" rated, evaluated, judged, estimated, ranked"
Graphed
" summarized, diagrammed, charted, outlined, mapped"
Greeted
" saluted, welcomed, approached, addressed, recognized"
Grew " enlarged, expanded, increased, stretched, extended"
Grossed
" increased, accumulated, achieved, heightened, enlarged"
Grouped
" classified, assorted, arranged, indexed, compiled"
Guarded
" protected, shielded, safeguarded, preserved, secured"
Guided
" controlled, supervised, conducted, organized, assisted"
Handled
" manipulated, rearranged, maneuvered, managed, controlled"
Harmonized " balanced, accommodated, conformed, coordinated,
orchestrated"
Hastened
" rushed, accelerated, dispatched, expedited, hurried"
Headed
" determined, designated, destined, specified, intended"
Heightened " extended, elevated, enhanced, augmented, increased"
Held " retained, defended, controlled, occupied, guarded"

Helped
" assisted, upheld, sustained, facilitated, promoted"
Highlighted " stressed, emphasized, pointed, underscored, intensified"
Hiked " explored, traveled, worked, toured, researched"
Hired " employed, engaged, procured, contracted, occupied"
Housed
" built, established, harbored, sheltered, governed"
Hunted
" pursued, searched, explored, probed, investigated"
Identified " ascertained, analyzed, classified, described, recognized"
Illustrated " depicted, embellished, portrayed, represented, interpreted"
Imagined
" hypothesized, conceived, pictured, assumed, believed"
Immersed
" submerged, engaged, intended, enlisted, interested"
Implemented " accomplished, fulfilled, achieved, completed, realized"
Improved
" rectified, updated, corrected, modernized, enhanced"
Improvised " constructed, created, produced, fabricated, contrived"
Included
" embodied, contained, encompassed, embraced, comprehended"
Incorporated
" instituted, achieved, founded, conceived, inaugurated"
Increased " extended, enhanced, heightened, raised, magnified"
Indexed
" sorted, tabulated, catalogued, rearranged, listed"
Indicated " suggested, implied, insinuated, charged, denoted"
Indoctrinated
" imbued, convinced, propagandized, instructed, trained"
Induced
" affected, convinced, moved, inspired, influenced"
Inferred
" deduced, implied, reasoned, gathered, presumed"
Influenced " affected, persuaded, convinced, moved, inspired"
Informed
" enlightened, educated, learned, acquainted, familiar"
Initiated " inaugurated, enrolled, entered, admitted, established"
Injected
" interjected, introduced, inserted, added, furthered"
Innovated " originated, devised, discovered, invented, contrived"
Inspected " approved, validated, certified, passed, upheld"
Inspired
" galvanized, motivated, energized, roused, inflamed"
Installed " admitted, enrolled, entered, established, introduced"
Instigated " originated, launched, proposed, opened, initiated"
Instituted " achieved, founded, chartered, incorporated, conceived"
Instructed " notified, informed, enlightened, advised, tutored"
Instrumental
" helpful, useful, propitious, conducive, facilitated"
Insured
" guaranteed, underwrote, safeguarded, protected, registered"
Integrated " connected, attached, joined, blended, synthesized"
Interfaced " meshed, weaved, twisted, interlaced, assembled"
Interpreted " perceived, examined, comprehended, explained, translated"
Intervened " arbitrated, mediated, negotiated, interceded, adjudicated"
Interviewed " conversed, questioned, examined, interrogated, queried"
Introduced " acquainted, perceived, conducted, broached, interjected"
Invented
" originated, devised, discovered, contrived, formulated"
Inventoried " listed, catalogued, recorded, itemized, tabulated"
Invested
" enfolded, enclosed, infused, empowered, authorized"
Investigated
" considered, weighed, determined, examined, explored"
Involved
" included, entailed, comprised, comprehended, connected"
Isolated
" separated, guaranteed, insulated, sequestered, segregated"
Issued
" published, distributed, dispatched, transcribed, delivered"
Itemized
" enumerated, recorded, arranged, ranked, tabulated"
Joined
" linked, connected, united, allied, banded"
Judged
" tried, adjudicated, considered, determined, concluded"
Kept " possessed, enjoyed, dominated, had, held"
Labeled
" catalogued, assorted, grouped, arranged, indexed"
Labored
" worked, strived, cultivated, accomplished, operated"
Launched
" instituted, began, established, started, instigated"

Learned
" experienced, accomplished, mastered, discovered, unearthed"
Lectured
" addressed, expounded, taught, educated, tutored"
Led
" guided, ushered, conducted, directed, escorted"
Leveled
" equalized, balanced, compared, approved, validated"
Licensed
" approved, authorized, accredited, certified, endorsed"
Listed
" registered, certified, authorized, approved, sanctioned"
Lobbied
" influenced, induced, affected, persuaded, pressured"
Located
" discovered, detected, encountered, unearthed, found"
Looked
" scrutinized, expected, examined, investigated, considered"
Lowered
" reduced, decreased, diminished, lessened, lowered"
Made " fabricated, fashioned, manufactured, formed, finished"
Maintained " continued, extended, prolonged, sustained, supported"
Managed
" directed, administered, conducted, governed, supervised"
Manipulated " maneuvered, managed, handled, designed, contrived"
Mapped
" summarized, diagrammed, charted, graphed, outlined"
Marked
" inscribed, imprinted, labeled, characterized, registered"
Marketed
" sold, bargained, traded, merchandized, retailed"
Mastered
" conquered, subjugated, learned, accomplished, studied"
Matched
" balanced, offset, evened, equalized, stabilized"
Maximized " magnified, stressed, emphasized, accentuated, highlighted"
Measured
" gauged, calibrated, graded, surveyed, weighed"
Mediated
" arbitrated, reconciled, settled, negotiated, interceded"
Mentioned " cited, named, specified, designated, revealed"
Met
" fulfilled, realized, achieved, accomplished, performed"
Minimized " lowered, decreased, diminished, reduced, lessened"
Mixed " combined, united, joined, assimilated, incorporated"
Mobilized " engaged, employed, selected, commissioned, enlisted"
Modeled
" shaped, molded, created, formed, designed"
Moderated " reduced, curbed, modified, tempered, qualified"
Modified
" changed, adjusted, altered, varied, moderated"
Monitored " observed, watched, regulated, supervised, directed"
Motivated " inspired, energized, encouraged, roused, animated"
Mounted
" ascended, rose, scaled, climbed, escalated"
Moved " influenced, impressed, affected, shaped, persuaded"
Multiplied " doubled, reproduced, increased, augmented, generated"
Named " called, titled, labeled, termed, designated"
Navigated " guided, steered, conducted, directed, assisted"
Negotiated " settled, bargained, moderated, interceded, referred"
Netted
" profited, accumulated, gained, made, accrued"
Neutralized " offset, negated, nullified, balanced, countered"
Noted " celebrated, distinguished, eminent, illustrious, renowned"
Notified
" apprised, informed, advised, reported, supervised"
Observed
" noticed, perceived, watched, inspected, detected"
Obtained
" completed, accomplished, achieved, executed, fulfilled"
Offered
" proposed, extended, suggested, submitted, bid"
Opened
" initiated, began, inaugurated, founded, charted"
Operated
" handled, conducted, produced, performed, used"
Orchestrated
" arranged, organized, managed, coordinated,
facilitated"
Ordered
" arranged, organized, placed, regulated, commanded"
Organized " established, instituted, planned, constructed, arranged"
Oriented
" familiarize, informed, instructed, trained, tutored"
Originated " established, launched, proposed, opened, initiated"
Outlined
" delineated, summarized, defined, diagrammed, profiled"

Overcame
" conquered, captured, appropriated, surmounted, mastered"
Overhauled " renovated, restored, rebuilt, reconditioned, reconstructed"
Oversaw
" supervised, commanded, managed, directed, conducted"
Paid " collected, gathered, accumulated, settled, amassed"
Painted
" portrayed, depicted, delineated, illustrated, pictured"
Paraphrased " explained, interpreted, translated, deciphered, rewrote"
Participated
" competed, contended, engaged, cooperated,
collaborated"
Perceived " understood, comprehended, discerned, grasped, interpreted"
Perfected " completed, developed, realized, consummated, matured"
Performed " fulfilled, accomplished, achieved, discharged, rendered"
Persuaded " converted, convinced, indoctrinated, sold, influenced"
Photographed
" illustrated, pictured, painted, imaged, reproduced"
Piloted
" steered, conducted, drove, managed, navigated"
Pinpointed " determined, established, identified, discovered,
ascertained"
Pioneered " established, found, explored, discovered, initiated"
Placed
" arranged, situated, established, positioned, ordered"
Planned
" programmed, outlined, arranged, charted, designed"
Played
" performed, competed, engaged, emulated, imitated"
Pointed
" indicated, displayed, evinced, revealed, manifest"
Policed
" patrolled, regulated, guarded, watched, controlled"
Positioned " arranged, placed, established, fixed, situated"
Practiced " experienced, versed, skilled, knowledgeable, expert"
Predicted " expected, anticipated, forecast, foresaw, prognosticated"
Prepared
" arranged, anticipated, contrived, ordered, planned"
Prescribed " directed, appointed, guided, dictated, defined"
Presented " granted, conferred, bestowed, bequeathed, given"
Preserved " guarded, secured, sheltered, protected, saved"
Presided
" directed, controlled, officiated, chaired, managed"
Prevailed " predominated, commanded, won, controlled, succeeded"
Prevented " stopped, averted, blocked, prohibited, anticipated"
Prioritized " arrange, organize, order, systematize, classify"
Probed
" investigated, examined, explored, questioned, searched"
Proceeded " progressed, advanced, initiated, increased, originated"
Processed " advanced, progressed, developed, refined, completed"
Procured
" acquired, ordered, budgeted, requisitioned, purchased"
Produced
" completed, assembled, created, built, made"
Profited
" gained, benefited, recovered, improved, enhanced"
Programmed " computerized, automated, streamlined, consolidated,
scheduled"
Prohibited " restricted, disallowed, prevented, obstructed, impeded"
Projected " programmed, planned, outlined, arranged, charted"
Promoted
" recommended, approved, assisted, advanced, advocated"
Proofed
" reviewed, analyzed, inspected, examined, probed"
Proofread " revised, corrected, rewrote, edited, composed"
Proposed
" intended, designated, calculated, steered, recommended"
Protected " defended, secured, safeguarded, preserved, sheltered"
Proved
" established, accepted, affirmed, validated, upheld"
Provided
" furnished, arranged, contributed, rendered, prepared"
Publicized " recognized, prominent, well-known, famous, noted"
Published " distributed, printed, announced, issued, promulgated"
Purchased " acquired, ordered, procured, budgeted, requisitioned"
Pushed
" drove, inspired, propelled, persuaded, promoted"

Qualified " experienced, accomplished, trained, capable, mastered"
Questioned " inquired, sought, interrogated, disputed, petitioned"
Quoted
" cited, reviewed, mentioned, evaluated, named"
Raised
" constructed, prepared, elevated, improved, promoted"
Ran
" picked, elected, chosen, favored, selected"
Rated " appraised, evaluated, assessed, calculated, measured"
Read " interpreted, translated, explained, deciphered, clarified"
Realized
" accomplished, achieved, performed, completed, fulfilled"
Rearranged " organized, regulated, ordered, adjusted, controlled"
Reasoned
" argued, influenced, persuaded, convinced, discussed"
Reassembled " renewed, rallied, returned, replenished, fabricated"
Recalled
" eliminated, removed, expended, dismissed, discharged"
Recapitulate
" surrendered, submitted, yielded, conveyed, produced"
Received
" obtained, secured, acquired, accepted, admitted"
Reckoned
" calculated, computed, estimated, evaluated, accounted"
Recognized " acclaimed, acknowledged, accredited, approved, celebrated"
Recommended " endorsed, sanctioned, approved, advocated, validated"
Reconciled " validated, balanced, audited, confirmed, certified"
Reconditioned
" renovated, restored, rebuilt, repaired, reconstructed"
Reconstructed
" reconditioned, renovated, restored, repaired,
reconditioned"
Recorded
" registered, chronicled, transcribed, documented, accounted"
Recruited " secured, engaged, procured, engaged, produced"
Redesigned " revised, amended, overhauled, revamped, improved"
Reduced
" diminished, decreased, curtailed, lowered, lessened"
Referred
" designated, destined, headed, specified, intended"
Refined
" cultivated, polished, elegant, courteous, accomplished"
Regrouped " recovered, triumphed, recaptured, revived, stimulated"
Regulated " arranged, ordered, classified, governed, managed"
Rehabilitated
" restored, stimulated, refreshed, reinstated, revived"
Reinforced " strengthened, intensified, bolstered, toughened, fortified"
Related
" affiliated, associated, connected, allied, combined"
Relayed
" informed, imparted, disclosed, divulged, revealed"
Remodeled " remade, improved, rebuilt, repaired, renovated"
Removed
" transferred, eliminated, replaced, dislodged, expunged"
Rendered
" completed, accomplished, executed, performed, finished"
Renovated " remodeled, remade, improved, rebuilt, repaired"
Reordered " rearranged, reorganized, systematized, alternated,
interchanged"
Reorganized " arranged, organized, regulated, classified, ordered"
Repaired
" reconstructed, mended, corrected, fixed, prepared"
Repeated
" restated, reiterated, recapitulated, recited, duplicated"
Rephrased " restated, reiterated, reworded, repeated, emphasized"
Replaced
" exchanged, substituted, transposed, reversed, commuted"
Replenished " inflated, expanded, boosted, advocated, endorsed"
Reported
" accounted, noted, recorded, summarized, recounted"
Represented " presented, denoted, portrayed, designated, symbolized"
Reproduced " duplicated, generated, multiplied, doubled, increased"
Requested " inquired, petitioned, appealed, solicited, sought"
Rescued
" discovered, detected, unearthed, encountered, located"
Researched " investigated, examined, inquired, scrutinized, studied"
Reshaped
" formed, shaped, molded, designed, modeled"
Resolved
" determined, established, decided, concluded, adjudged"
Responded " understood, comprehended, heeded, retained, remembered"

Restated
" repeated, reiterated, retold, pronounced, recounted"
Restocked " refreshed, replenished, modernized, renewed, regenerated"
Restored
" reinstated, reestablished, reintroduced, renewed, rebuilt"
Restructured
" rearranged, reorganized, overhauled, regenerated,
renovated"
Resulted In " ensued, followed, flowed, proceeded, developed"
Retold
" recounted, narrated, reported, described, recited"
Retrieved " discovered, detected, unearthed, encountered, found"
Returned
" replaced, reinstated, reestablished, replenished, rendered"
Revamped
" reworked, overhauled, redrafted, revised, amended"
Revealed
" disclosed, exposed, unveiled, divulged, announced"
Reviewed
" analyzed, inspected, examined, surveyed, scrutinized "
Revised
" modified, adjusted, altered, changed, retailored"
Revitalized " bolstered, energized, invigorated, refreshed, revived"
Revived
" revitalized, refreshed, restored, bolstered, energized"
Reworked
" adapted, modified, transformed, remade, converted"
Rewrote
" restated, rephrased, reiterated, edited, revised"
Rotated
" alternated, interchanged, substituted, staggered,
exchanged"
Routed
" directed, detoured, bypassed, diverted, redirected"
Safeguarded " defended, protected, shielded, prevented, guarded"
Said " voiced, spoke, expressed, declared, announced"
Salvaged
" retrieved, rescued, restored, recovered, redeemed"
Saved " rescued, salvaged, liberated, delivered, emancipated"
Saw
" observed, witnessed, noticed, beheld, detected"
Scanned
" examined, interpreted, comprehended, weighed, determined"
Scheduled " entered, registered, installed, initiated, enrolled"
Scouted
" explored, investigated, examined, sought, pursued"
Screened
" guarded, shielded, safeguarded, protected, reviewed"
Scrutinized " examined, inspected, investigated, studied, viewed"
Searched
" explored, investigated, researched, inquired, probed"
Secured
" safeguarded, defended, protected, shielded, guarded"
Selected
" picked, named, elected, favored, chosen"
Sent " bestowed, imparted, conferred, assigned, granted"
Served
" enlisted, enrolled, provided, assisted, aided"
Serviced
" maintained, prepared, sustained, preserved, upheld"
Set
" determined, decided, concluded, settled, arranged"
Set Up
" prepared, contrived, arranged, created, produced"
Shaped
" formed, created, carved, molded, patterned"
Sharpened " whetted, updated, amended, refined, honed"
Shipped
" consigned, loaded, transmitted, sent, prepared"
Shortened " condensed, abridged, summarized, decreased, compacted"
Showed
" produced, presented, exhibited, displayed, demonstrated"
Sifted
" filtered, screened, refined, selected, eliminated"
Signaled
" gestured, indicated, suggested, implied, stirred"
Signified " indicated, communicated, expressed, denoted, implied"
Simplified " reduced, clarified, interpreted, explained, specified"
Sketched
" planned, outlined, drafted, designed, created"
Smoothed
" evened, equalized, balanced, steadied, stabilized"
Sold " purchased, finalized, transacted, conducted, negotiated"
Solicited " canvassed, lobbied, influenced, shaped, persuaded"
Solved
" answered, deciphered, interpreted, resolved, elucidated"
Sorted
" ordered, arranged, distributed, separated, classified"
Sought
" pursued, followed, aspired, endeavored, attempted"

Sparked
" enkindled, stimulated, motivated, inspired, aroused"
Spearheaded " initiated, commenced, instituted, founded, conceived"
Specified " designated, stipulated, requested, ordered, negotiated"
Spoke " communicated, verbalized, articulated, vocalized, expressed"
Staffed
" employed, enlisted, engaged, contracted, hired"
Standardized
" normalized, systematized, organized, coordinated,
regulated"
Started
" founded, initiated, established, chartered, inaugurated"
Stated
" declared, pronounced, asserted, pledged, avowed"
Stimulated " accelerated, motivated, encouraged, galvanized, energized"
Stirred
" excited, provoked, stimulated, roused, animated"
Stopped
" terminated, hindered, impeded, hampered, prevented"
Stored
" packaged, gathered, collected, stockpiled, accumulated"
Stowed
" stored, packed, consigned, bundled, wrapped"
Straightened
" adjusted, corrected, leveled, revised, remade"
Streamlined " programmed, automated, computerized, consolidated,
concentrated"
Strengthened
" reinforced, restored, bolstered, intensified,
empowered"
Stressed
" emphasized, accentuated, highlighted, underscored,
featured"
Structured " arranged, configured, organized, formed, shaped"
Studied
" investigated, practiced, learned, prepared, examined"
Submitted " relinquished, volunteered, proposed, presented, offered"
Succeeded " replaced, supplanted, superceded, displaced, followed"
Suggested " implied, indicated, insinuated, advised, recommended"
Summarized " abridged, encapsulated, condensed, shortened, epitomized"
Superintend " oversaw, controlled, directed, managed, regulated"
Supervised " controlled, directed, guided, managed, assisted"
Supplied
" outfitted, equipped, provided, endowed, included"
Supported " maintained, upheld, sustained, preserved, vindicated"
Surmounted " transcended, mastered, overcame, conquered, prevailed"
Surveyed
" detected, perceived, viewed, examined, scrutinized"
Switched
" exchanged, substituted, transposed, reciprocated,
interchanged"
Synchronized
" accommodated, adapted, harmonized, adjusted, obliged"
Synthesized " consolidated, compounded, coalesced, combined, blended"
Systematized
" organized, coordinated, rearranged, disposed,
established"
Tabulated " systematized, catalogued, compiled, arranged, indexed"
Tackled
" undertook, endeavored, exerted, ventured, attempted"
Talked
" communicated, conversed, discussed, declared, proclaimed"
Tallied
" counted, recorded, calculated, computed, estimated"
Targeted
" marked, imprinted, registered, labeled, scored"
Taught
" educated, instructed, trained, tutored, enlightened"
Tended
" protected, guarded, safeguarded, shielded, defended"
Tested
" inspected, examined, weighed, verified, proved"
Tightened " compressed, condensed, curtailed, diminished, decreased"
Timed " gauged, regulated, measured, estimated, calibrated"
Took " acquired, obtained, seized, secured, procured"
Took Over " captured, acquired, obtained, seized, secured"
Totaled
" calculated, estimated, computed, determined, appraised"
Toured
" journeyed, visited, traveled, jaunted, sojourned"
Traced
" pursued, investigated, determined, discovered, ascertained"

Tracked
" followed, pursued, shadowed, observed, surveyed"
Traded
" exchanged, transposed, substituted, reciprocated, bartered"
Trained
" educated, initiated, indoctrinated, taught, instruct"
Transcribed " reproduced, deciphered, duplicated, recorded, chronicled"
Transferred " conveyed, yielded, assigned, delivered, transported"
Transformed " metamorphosed, transfigured, transmuted, remade ,
converted"
Translated " interpreted, reworded, paraphrased, restated, reiterated"
Transmitted " transported, transferred, conveyed, remitted, dispatched"
Transported " conveyed, transmitted, transferred, remitted, dispatched"
Traveled
" seasoned, experienced, accomplished, adept, proficient"
Treated
" prescribed, ministered, attended, restored, corrected"
Trimmed
" pruned, sheared, truncated, reduced, decreased"
Troubleshot " explored, investigated, interrogated, examined, analyzed"
Turned
" averted, diverted, transformed, metamorphosed, transmuted"
Tutored
" educated, trained, enlightened, taught, indoctrinated"
Typed " transcribed, deciphered, prepared, interpreted, duplicated"
Uncovered " exposed, unveiled, unmasked, unearthed, opened"
Unearthed " discovered, detected, exposed, unveiled, opened"
Unfurled
" uncoiled, expended, expanded, extricated, released"
Unified
" affiliated, linked, connected, associated, allied"
Updated
" corrected, amended, improved, modernized, augmented"
Underlined " emphasized, underscored, accentuated, accented, stressed"
Upgraded
" improved, modernized, modified, reprogrammed, advanced"
Utilized
" employed, manipulated, handled, adopted, adapted"
Validated " legalized, approved, certified, verified, substantiated"
Verbalized " articulated, vocalized, expressed, declared, stated"
Verified
" authenticated, documented, corroborated, substantiated,
supported"
Vitalized " animated, energized, invigorated, strengthened, enlivened"
Volunteered " offered, proposed, suggested, extended, tendered"
Welcomed
" appreciated, honored, esteemed, admired, acknowledged"
Widened
" broadened, expanded, increased, developed, augmented"
Won
" succeeded, triumphed, prevailed, concluded, accomplished"
Worked
" labored, operated, managed, strove, cultivated"
Wrote " composed, formulated, created, authored, designed"

